Asia Catalyst is delighted to provide the following opportunities to donors who wish to restrict their gifts of $2,500 or more to a particular program or activity that resonates with their philanthropic goals. Donors will be recognized in our publications, on our website, and when appropriate, in select research reports. Sponsorship opportunities can bear your name or the name of a loved one. Donors may also choose to remain anonymous. Following are annual and multi-year giving opportunities that can be paid in full or pledged to pay over time.

**Contribute to a Named Fund**
A three-year gift of $15,000 or more can be directed to a specific program or activity of Asia Catalyst to support annual operating expenses of our key program areas. The Fund can bear your name or the name of a loved one for three years, and after a year one $5,000 pledge payment other donors can contribute to the Fund at any level, for example on your birthday, anniversary or other special occasion.

The “Donor Name” Fund for:

- **Transgender Leadership** • Help support our first leadership initiative for transgender activists in China, working with 6 transgender activists through consultations, curriculum development, activist training, and community reports.

- **Human Rights Documentation & Advocacy Training** • Help strengthen rights documentation and advocacy capacity, teaching local organizations in Asia how to put human rights abuses on record, present findings to the United Nations, and advocate to world leaders to end discrimination and violence.

- **Sex Worker Autonomy** • Help support training for sex worker-led organizations in Asia working to combat criminalization, arbitrary arrest, and barriers to healthcare.

- **Drug Policy and Human Rights** • Help support training for drug user-led organizations in Asia working to combat criminalization, discrimination, and barriers to healthcare.

- **HIV Organizing and Capacity Building** • Help support organizations in Asia led by people living with HIV/AIDS promote access to healthcare services in their communities. Strengthen organizational capacity so more community members can be involved in advocating for rights in their home countries.

- **LGBTIQ Organizing and Capacity Building** • Help support organizations in Asia led by LGBTIQ people to enable their communities to access services. Help strengthen capacity for groups to advocate for rights in their home countries.

**Target Your Giving to an Asia Catalyst Program**

**$75,000**
**Co-sponsor our Transgender Leadership Program**
Fund our latest 2-1/2 year project that works with activists to address unique challenges of transgender people in China through consultations, curriculum development, activist training, and community reports.

**$50,000**
**Sponsor a field office**
Help us serve more people by sponsoring the operations and staff costs of one of our field offices in Asia. Your gift helps us be close to the communities we serve, and optimizes our ability to collaborate with and amplify our partners' work.
$50,000
**Boost Asia Catalyst communications**
Fund our efforts to spread the word about our work, and that of our grassroots partners through our annual report, e-blast communications, video, and website.

$25,000
**Co-sponsor an Action Assembly**
Support coalition-building between 15-20 activists who have been through Asia Catalyst programs, and fund built in seed grants to coalition advocacy projects.

$15,000
**Provide activist seed grants**
Sponsor three seed grants to grassroots organizations in Asia to get their projects off the ground.

$15,000
**Support our activist travel fund**
Bring four activists from Asia who have been through our programs to present work at international conferences and to share their stories with world leaders, supported by an Asia Catalyst team member on conference strategy and interpretation.

$10,000
**Mobilize supporters through webinars and telebriefings**
Underwrite our bi-annual online convenings of funders and organizations on the front lines of supporting marginalized people in Asia.

$5,000
**Fund translation of advocacy materials, curricula, and reports**
Provide support to pay professional translators to make Asia Catalyst publications accessible to people in a variety of languages including Burmese, Chinese, English, Thai and Vietnamese.

$2,500
**Sponsor a student intern for a semester**
The internship will provide a stipend for a student intern to play an integral part of our Asia Catalyst team. The donor would have the opportunity to meet the intern and follow the progress of their work.

For more information, please contact Executive Director Karyn Kaplan at kkaplan@asiacatalyst.org or +1 212-967-2123.